pine cone
Fleimio Pine Cone is a modern wall shelf. It consists of five shelves with unique shapes that
dynamically frames the most valuable memories within its appealing form. Designed by Mr
Tero Jakku (MA) from Finland.
The Fleimio Pine Cone consists of five metal brackets and five MDF shelves. The both parts
are made locally by a Finnish manufacturers and they will be delivered duly packed ready for
assembly.

NORDIC LIFESTYLE
The Pine Cone wall shelf is pretty compact in size which makes it suitable for the most valuable things. Good locations are living room, bedrooms, children’s bedrooms or kitchens with
enough space around it.

DESIGN
Fleimio Pine Cone is designed by Mr Tero Jakku (Master of Arts) from Finland. The Pine
Cone’s outlook breaks the conventional forms of a wall shelf, therefore, enabling using your
own imagination in interior design. It makes new kind of shelf presentations with less possible.
The characteristics of the Pine Cone wall shelf is in its uniquely formed shelves that enable
new kind of shelf decorations that catches the eye. For example books will be leaning to
the upper shelf. On the other hand in kitchens the Pine Cone looks pretty awesome with for
example herbs.
The metal brackets underneath the shelves will be nicely hidden behind the shelves.

DIMENSIONS AND QUALITY
Fleimio Pine Cone wall shelf is made of steel and MDF. Surfaces are painted.
Fleimio Pine Cone’s dimensions - when assembled on the wall - are:
height 66 cm
width 88 cm
depth 32 cm
Fleimio Pine Cone weight is 9,.2 kg.
The Fleimio Pine Cone is available in two colours: white and black. In both cases, the metal
brackets are white.

WALL ASSEMBLY
The Pine Cone wall shelf requires a professional wall assembly. Each Pine Cone cardboard
package contains easy-to-understand instructions for assembly. However, one should pay
good attention to the assembly.
Assembly instructions can be found from Fleimio website: http://fleimio.fi/fleimio-pine-cone-instructions/?lang=en

SOLUTION FOR MODERN KITCHENS
Old fashioned closed shelves may not be any more very convenient when talking about modern kitchens and food preparation. Instead, an open wall shelf can look good and be really
functional in kitchen: enough open space to breath.
As Rosa Herrero wrote 13.1.2014 (Bezzia / Must decorativo: Estantes de cocina que no lo
son):
“... If until recently the pristine kitchens with cupboards where to store everything, the opposite is chosen and the wall shelves have become the real kings of the function........... it is a
question of turning a simple hole in the wall of our kitchen into an authentic work of art even
if it includes pans, drainers and grocers.....

DELIVERY
Fleimio products are safely delivered by UPS or Posrnod services in Europe.
You can rely on receiving the Trolleys in good condition, since all the deliveries are insured against transport damages.

MORE IDEAS FOR INTERIOR DESIGN
Ideas how the Fleimio Pine Cone wall shelf can be used can be read from design blogs or
from interior design magazines or by looking the Fleimio online channels. More information
about the products can be found from the Fleimio website www.fleimio.fi.

CONTACT INFORMATION
If you need to know more about the Fleimio Pine Cone please do not hesitate to visit our
website or contact us.

fleimio
kuovintie 3
04320 tuusula
finland, europe
info@fleimio.fi
www.fleimio.fi
www.facebook.com/fleimio
www.twitter.com/fleimiodesign
www.pinterest.com/fleimio

www.instagram.com/fleimio

